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Vinderhoutse bossen
Green climate axis 7

INTRODUCTION

Green climate axis 7 leads from the Coupure to the Vinderhoutse bossen. This green 
pole at about 4 kilometres from the Coupure covers about 70 hectares but will be ex-
panded to 640 hectares by 2045. We investigated how the area of the Coupure could 
be connected to the green pole of the Vinderhoutse bossen, how it could become 
greener, attract more nature and become more comfortable for bikers and walkers.

CONCEPT

People often think that they are the only inhabitants of cities and tend to forget that they 
share this space with other species as well. Apart from making a connection between the 
Coupure and the Vinderhoutse bossen, we also wanted to make a stronger connection 
with one of those species - Bats. They are extremely valuable and play a prominent role in 
a healthy biodiversity. In the Coupure we recognised a perfect habitat for bats. Bats need 
linear elements in the landscape, such as lines of trees and slopes, which help them navi-
gate, and they need water because it attracts insects, their main source of food. Most kinds 
of bats are perfectly adapted to living in cities, so the Coupure is a good place to stay. We 
see the future of the Coupure as a “Batwalk” - Coupure that can answer challenges of cli-
mate changes and bring humans closer to nature but still keep things that people love in 
it: its recognisable symmetry with beautiful trees, water canal, walking paths and biking 
lanes. By adding benches and platforms, people will feel invited to stay and enjoy the view.

Noctule bat - rosse vleermuis

Daubenton’s bat - watervleermuis

Common pipistrelle - gewone dwergvleermuis

Serotinie bat - laatvlieger

Roots that purify the water and create 
a better environment for fi sh.

Hylophytes plants that offer 
shelter for birds and insects.

Insects that serve as food for 
bats.

BAT FACTS
• Bats eat insect pests such as mosquitoes, fl ies, moths, knijten and in that way make environment 

more pleasant for humans and plants. (They can eat half of their body weight in one night).

• They help pollinate plants.

• They help spread plant seeds.

• Bats indicate that the environment is good to live in.

THE BATWALK
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1. Islands on the water and plants on the banks create a more natural and 
biodiverse environment.

2.Benches and platforms are added so people can enjoy the view.

3. Green patches replace the car parking

LIGHT VEGETATION BRIDGE
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LIGHTS
LED-tubes with sensors ‘follow’ the cyclist or 
walker. Like this, the lights are used more effi -
ciently, the energy costs will be lower, the en-
vironment will attract bats and make people 
aware of other species they share their city with. 

VEGETATION
Islands will be placed on both sides of the 
water, containing native species that fi lter 
the water and attract insects. The vegeta-
tion on the banks will increasingly be plant-
ed to create a more natural environment. This 
will connect the Coupure to the Vinderhout-
se Bossen and guide people along this axe.
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